him to find checkpoint 3. With no official baton to pass just a tag or a wave across busy roads, by Dale the relays
were catching up with the ultra-runners.
The finish area was all set, it was clear Janson Heath was on for 1 st place as the race organisers and checkpoint
relayed information to each other. With a strong finish Janson came through the finish in 1 st place with a time of 7hrs
42min, 2nd place Daniel Hendriksen 8hrs 11min and 3rd place Ian Walker completed in 8hr 28min. The 1st lady to cross
the line was Helen Pickford in 9hr 27min followed by Sal Chaffney, in 9hr 55min and 3 rd lady, Denise McGeachy for
which it was her first ultra in 10hr 41min.
As more ultra-runners crossed the finish line, they were met my family, friends, cheers and The NoMad team at the
race finish for refreshments, a seat, sports massage or food and drinks at The Navigation pub.
The relay runners were on their way also, the 1 st rela tea✁ to ✂ross the li✄ e ☎as Matt Bre✄✄ a✄ for Ere☎ash ✁ e✄ ’s
team in 7hrs 10, 2nd Holme Pierrepoint A team 7hrs 21min and 3rd Long Eaton running club roll in the hay team 7hr
53min.
With presentations for the winners and a great atmosphere, stories were being shared and lots of admiration for an
amazing achievement for all, for some it was their first ultra. The race was a great success with fantastic feedback
from runners, some said the ’d ✆e ✆ a✂k ✄e✝ t ear. The NoMad tea✁ ☎ould like to tha✄ k the ru✄✄ ers, ✂he✂kpoi✄t
marshals and for all that helped support the race.

2014 Winners 1st, 2nd, 3rd and 1st lady 2014. (Janson Heath, Daniel Hendriksen, Ian Walker and Helen Pickford)
1st Rela ✂halle✄ ge tea✁ prese✄ ted ☎i✄ the Sarah Harris Cup to Ere☎ash Me✄ ’s tea✁ ☎ho ☎ere Craig Tre✁✆irth,
Matthew McCristal, John Wadelin, Phil Shearing, Steve Wickham and Matty Brennan. (not all pictured)

More information can be found on our website, http://www.nomad50.longeatonrunningclub.com/index.php
And also Facebook page, https://www.facebook.com/LEnomad50

